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Comfortable With Uncertainty

In a profession premised on certainty, the last 18 plus months have been a wild ride. All things considered, law 

firms have done remarkably well, due in large part to the herculean efforts of law firm management and the 

remarkable resiliency of the lawyers and teams that drive firms to succeed. The uncertainty has taken a toll, 

however, and the next twelve to twenty-four months have the potential to shape the profession for generations to 

come.

In the fall of 2021, we conducted a flash survey of law firm leaders around the United States, and the results 

corroborate what we hear from Firm Chairs and Managing Partners: while firm financial performance during the 

pandemic exceeded all expectations, fundamental challenges exist and will continue to unfold as we emerge from 

the pandemic. 

The following themes top the concerns for law firm leadership:

The War for Talent

THE FULL IMPACT OF “THE GREAT RESIGNATION” HAS NOT YET BEEN FELT BY 
LAW FIRMS. RESIGNATIONS IN 2020 WERE SIGNIFICANTLY BELOW AVERAGE1, 
AS EMPLOYEES LOOKING TO RESIGN TOOK A WAIT AND SEE APPROACH 
DURING THE PANDEMIC. 

Although firms are already experiencing an increase in attrition in 2021, many firms have delayed their return 

to work until early 2022. Vaccine mandates, long commutes and the same or better productivity while working 

remotely will drive many professionals to rethink whether returning to the office full-time makes sense for them. 

Additionally, the uncertainty of the pandemic produced anxiety, the results of which are still playing themselves out, 

causing owners and employees to rethink their professional and personal priorities. 

When asked about plans for growth, firms ranked building existing practice and industry capabilities as their 

highest priorities, but how to execute varied by firm size. Larger firms said they are more likely to pursue growth 

by acquisition and hiring lateral groups, while small and mid-sized firms still prefer to growth through the hiring of 

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/JTS000000000000000QUL
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individual lateral partners and associates.2 Nearly 40% of respondents said that the possibility of remote work has 

allowed them to consider new hires they would not have otherwise.3 Firm leaders commented on the challenge of 

finding new talent, particularly diverse talent, and that candidates were very vocal about the need for flexibility.4

2  Figure 1
3  Figure 2
4  Q6, narrative comments

FIGURE 1. PLEASE RATE THE LEVEL OF PRIORITY YOU ATTRIBUTE TO EACH 
OF THE FOLLOWING GROWTH STRATEGIES FOR YOUR FIRM. 

[1 being the lowest priority, 5 being the highest priority]

Building on Existing 
Practice Capabilities

Hiring Individual Lateral 
(Partners)

Hiring Individual Lateral 
(Associates)

Building on Existing 
Industry Capabilities

4.27 4.17 4 3.98
Hiring Lateral 

Groups
Hiring New Associates 

(Recent Graduates)
Adding New Practice 

Capabilities
Adding New 

Industry Capabilities

3.56 3.53 2.92 2.88
Acquisition 

(The Acquirer)
Merger 

of Equals
Acquisition 

(The Acquiree)

2.65 1.64 1.25

FIGURE 2. HAS THE POSSIBILITY OF REMOTE WORK IMPACTED 
YOUR FIRM’S GROWTH STRATEGY?

No, we have always 
incorporated remote work in 

our growth strategy

No, it has not impacted our 
growth/hiring strategies

Yes, it has allowed us to 
consider new hires we 

otherwise would not have

Yes, it has allowed us to 
consider new markets we 
otherwise would not have
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The focus on diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) increased overall in the last year for over 70% of our survey 

respondents.5 Nearly 100% of respondents with 150 lawyers or more indicated their DEI efforts had increased.6 

Industry studies to date have shown a disproportionate impact of the pandemic on lawyers with children, 

particularly women lawyers.7 Additionally, lawyers of color reported higher levels of work-related stress, feeling 

overwhelmed and being challenged by family and household obligations.8  

The past 18 plus months have also produced 

more discussion than ever on lawyer physical and 

mental health and wellbeing in the profession. 

With demand for services high, the supply of 

lawyers declining, and the distinction between 

work and home life even more unclear, the stress 

of law firm work life is higher than ever. Will 

Peloton challenges and meditation apps address 

the weight of private practice enough to keep 

lawyers in traditional law firms?

5 Figure 3 
6  Ibid. 
7  See American Bar Association, Practicing Law In The Pandemic and Moving Forward. pg. 12
8  Ibid. pg. 18

FIGURE 3. OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS, HAS YOUR FIRM’S FOCUS ON 
DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION (DEI):

Increased Stayed The Same Decreased

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/digital-engagement/practice-forward/practice-forward-survey.pdf
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The Evolving Workspace
“The pandemic proved we could work remotely.”9 

Now that we know that to be the case, what does 

the future hold? Return to work policies are still 

wide and varied throughout the legal industry. 

Few clients have taken the approach of Morgan 

Stanley’s General Counsel who notoriously 

demanded that the bank’s outside counsel return 

to the office or risk losing its work.10 To the 

contrary, many law firm clients have yet to fully 

return to work themselves and many have decided 

to continue working remotely permanently.

By the time our survey was conducted, more than 35% of law firm leaders had made the decision to implement 

a hybrid work environment permanently,11 while others had already begun their return to office either part-time 

(35%) or full-time (24%).12  Only one respondent said their firm would remain remote permanently.

9 Q6, narrative comments. 
10  Our Profession Cannot Long Endure a Remote Work Model,’ Morgan Stanley CLO Tells Law Firms, Corporate Counsel,  July 16, 2021.
11  Figure 4
12 Figure 4 

FIGURE 4. AS THINGS CURRENTLY STAND, WHEN ARE YOUR LAWYERS 
RETURNING TO THE OFFICE? 

https://www.law.com/corpcounsel/2021/07/16/our-profession-cannot-long-endure-a-remote-work-model-morgan-stanley-clo-tells-law-firms/
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Some firms had already adapted their physical space to reflect changing needs, and 45% said that they were 

currently working on workspace redesign.13 One-third of responding firms reported that they were considering 

decreasing their physical office footprint.14 Law firm workspace design professionals tell us that trends that existed 

prior to the pandemic — an increase in collaborative space, uniform office sizes, casual meeting areas, commuter 

floors and “hoteling” options — were accelerated by the pandemic, and even the most traditional of firms are 

rethinking their use of space.15 Concerned about their future, commercial landlords are offering incentives and 

other attractive options for early renewals.16 

It’s All About Firm Culture         
Law firm culture has been discussed more in the 

last two years than in the prior twenty. Firms that 

made a significant investment in firm culture prior 

to the pandemic were far better positioned to thrive 

than their competitors.

When asked about initiatives underway to maintain 

firm culture, far and away, the most popular  

response among law firm leaders was through social 

events, both in-person (73%) and virtual (63%).17 

Thirty-five percent of respondents said they had offered culture-based training programs, but these programs were 

much more likely the larger firms were in size.18           

 

Firms had held-off on in-person retreats or offered virtual retreats in 2021. However, many are planning in-

person partner, lawyer, team and executive retreats for 2022 in an effort to maintain firm culture and provide an 

opportunity to build culture with the lawyers who joined the firm since the spring of 2020. We are also seeing more 

implementation of employee engagement programs, with many technologies on the rise. 

13  Q5, pg. 18.
14  Ibid.
15  Withum Webinar: Law Firm Workspace as Strategy—How Leading Firms Are Rethinking Space Needs in a Hybrid Work Environment.
16  Ibid.
17  Q23, pg. 25.
18  Q23,: Culture-based training programs by firm size: 300+ lawyers - 67%, 151 to 300 lawyers – 50%, 50 to 150 lawyers 33% and 1 to 49 lawyers – 22%.

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://www.withum.com/resources/on-demand-law-firm-workspace-rethinking-space-needs-in-a-hybrid-work-environment-as-strategy/
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Department and Practice Group Management Challenges
In the remote working environment, the effectiveness of practice group leaders and practice group performance 

was put to the test. As firm leaders focused on broader questions of policy, safety, connectivity and security, 

department/practice/team chairs continued to carry the weight of managing the people and practices in the firm, 

with varying degrees of success. 

Only 20% of survey respondents rated the overall performance of practice group leaders in their firm as “mostly 

successful,” with the remainder finding they were either somewhat successful, neutral, somewhat unsuccessful, or 

as we frequently hear from firms, varying by group. Only 40% of law firm leaders said that the performance of their 

department/practice groups was “mostly successful.”19 

What are the most important issues for departments and practice groups? Respondents said: attracting and 

retaining talent, business development, professional development and training and utilizing technology for 

service delivery.20 

Department Chairs and Practice Group Leaders are often placed in these important roles because of their large 

books of business and history of successful rainmaking. However, they often do not have clearly delineated roles 

and responsibilities, sufficient administrative management support or adequate leadership and management skills 

training to excel in this important role. And in nearly all cases, they continue to maintain large practices of their 

own and have high personal productivity requirements. 

As the importance of these roles continue to grow, particularly in a hybrid work environment, firms will need to 

reassess how to empower these critical leaders with the tools, training, technology and management support 

needed to make their groups successful. Further, if there are to be innovations in service delivery, operations and 

staffing models, the department and practice group level is where they will happen, and department and practice 

chairs will be the champions of these efforts.

19  Q16, pg. 22.
20  Q18, pg. 23.

FIGURE 5. HOW DO YOU RATE THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
AND/OR PRACTICE GROUP LEADERS IN YOUR FIRM?

Mostly 
Successful

Somewhat 
Successful Neutral

Somewhat 
Unsuccessful

Mostly
Unsuccessful

Varies By Department/
Practice Group

19.61% 35.29% 23.53% 5.88% 3.92% 11.76%
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A Renewed Focus on Marketing and Business Development
Perhaps nothing took a hit during the pandemic like marketing and business development. With little or no travel, 

no in-person conferences or seminars and few, if any, face-to-face meetings with clients, law firm marketing 

and business development budgets dipped approximately seventy percent (70%) in 2020.21 Even with double the 

spend year over year in 2021, the net contraction in marketing and business development expenditures is still 

approximately fifty percent (50%).22  We expect that the marketing spend will continue to increase as business travel 

increases further, in-person conferences and events move forward and some clients return to the office.

The dip in spend is not a decrease in concern by any means. Sixty-three percent (63%) of our survey respondents 

said that their focus on marketing and business development increased in the last twelve months and another 

24% said it remained the same.23 In terms of importance, law firm leaders ranked the firm’s website, business 

development, content/communications, brand strategy and social media as their most important marketing 

strategies or initiatives currently.24

Firms that had invested heavily in brand strategy and digital marketing prior to the pandemic continue to reap the 

rewards of that investment. Other firms found themselves relying more heavily on content creation and distribution 

and new methods for doing so since the start of COVID-19. More lawyers of all generations took to social media, 

LinkedIn in particular, as a means of staying connected with clients, potential clients and referral sources. 

Surprisingly, at a time when face time with clients is at more of a premium than ever, more than seventy percent of 

respondents had no client feedback initiative.*25

In the end, relationships and referrals are still critical in law firm business generation. We hear anecdotally from 

law firm clients how relationships actually deepened during the pandemic, as clients and firms were “in the 

trenches” together, creating a greater sense of true partnership. Also, dropping into each other’s homes, albeit 

virtually, created a sense of intimacy and more personal relationship than what existed previously.

21  Thomson Reuters Institute Peer Monitor Index, “PMI Q2 2021 Analysis: Parting the numerical fog around expenses.” September 13, 2021.
22  Ibid.
23  Figure 6.
24  Q21, pg. 24.
25  Q22, pg. 24.

FIGURE 6. OVER THE LAST 12 MONTHS, HAS YOUR FIRM’S FOCUS ON 
MARKETING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT:

Increased Stayed The Same Decreased

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en-us/posts/legal/pmi-q2-2021-expenses/
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Succession Planning - A Work In Progress      
As the profession continues to age, succession 

remains an important issue. Rather than prompt a 

new wave of retirements among Baby Boomers, the 

pandemic seems to have provided an opportunity 

for senior lawyers to continue working, embracing 

technology and the flexibility of hybrid work for 

extending their own careers.

Firms of all sizes are facing succession issues and addressing them in different ways. Fifty-seven percent (57%) of 

survey respondents said that they were in the process of developing their leadership succession plan, while 23% 

of leaders said they had a written leadership succession plan in place and were implementing the strategies.26 

Twenty-percent (20%) of firms said they had no plan and had not yet started working on one.27 

Respondent firms do: 

78% Give younger partners opportunities to serve in key firm leadership roles (Executive/

management committee, department/practice chairs, key firm committees, etc.) 

63% Reward firm leaders and managers for their contributions in leadership positions

55% Provide successors the opportunity to serve as deputy/vice-chars of department practice 

groups to build skills and experience before assuming leadership roles.

When it comes to client succession planning, responses were mixed.28 Just over a third of respondents (37%) had 

a clearly articulated client succession plan implemented by individual partners (27%).29 Only 9% of firms said 

that these plans were executed by practice group leaders.30 One-third (33.3%) of respondents said they were in 

the process of developing their client succession plan and 29% said that they have no plan and have not started 

working on one.31

26  Q32, pg. 27.
27  Ibid.
28  Q35, pg. 29.
29  Ibid.
30  Ibid.
31 Ibid.  
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The Need for Heightened Cybersecurity and Increased Innovation
Technology enabled the legal profession to thrive 

during the pandemic, while many other industries 

struggled. Law firm technology professionals worked 

tirelessly to ensure that law firm employees stayed 

connected and client work got done. 

According to our survey results, cybersecurity is far 

and away the highest priority for law firms in the next 

twelve months with 85% of respondents ranking it as a high priority technology issue. Other priority issues included 

financial management/time and billing systems (55%), document management (44%) and cloud migration (39%).32

85% Cybersecurity Top Priority 44% Document Management

55% Financial Management/

Time and Billing Sysetms 39% Cloud Migration

Forty-five percent (45%) of respondents were very confident in their firm’s privacy, data and cybersecurity systems 

and protocols with an equal number of firms saying they were somewhat confident.33 Survey respondents were 

mixed in terms of percentage of major technology solutions that were cloud-based. Twenty-seven percent (27%) 

said their systems were 100% cloud-based; 29% said that were 75% cloud-based, 20% said they were 50% cloud-

based, 18% said they were 25% cloud-based and 6% of respondents had no major systems in the cloud.34 

Some firms commented on their focus on client-facing technology innovation, the development of proprietary 

software and the importance of agility in today’s world. In a market where expenses have contracted, technology 

and knowledge management expenses have increased (3.3% and 5.1% respectively, year-over-year as of Q2 2021).35 

We expect to see continued investment in security, cloud migration, knowledge management as firms rethink how 

they collaborate and how they deliver services going forward.

32  Q30, pg. 27.
33  Q28, pg. 26.
34  Q29, pg. 26.
35  Thomson Reuters Institute Peer Monitor Index (PMI), Q2 2021.

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en-us/posts/legal/pmi-q2-2021-market-rebounds/
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Will Things Really Change When Times Are Good Financially?

WILL COMPLACENCY PREVENT MEANINGFUL CHANGE IN LAW FIRMS? 
THAT REMAINS TO BE SEEN.

Despite the prevailing challenges, firm leaders reported that key performance indicators (KPIs) were all doing 

exceptionally well. Eighty-six percent of firms said they had increased revenue per lawyer and 82% said they had 

increased profits per partner, while 78% said that overhead either stayed the same or declined.36 Utilization was 

the same or better as was realization for most respondents, as well.37  Firm leaders indicated that their firm’s 

continued financial success was the biggest inhibitor to change in their firms.38  

36  Figure 7
37  Figure 7
38  Figure 8

FIGURE 7. PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
FOR YOUR FIRM IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS” (COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS)

FIGURE 8. THE BIGGEST INHIBITORS TO CHANGE IN OUR FIRM ARE:

OUR FIRM’S CONTINUED FINANCIAL SUCCESS 
(COMPLACENCY) LACK OF MOTIVATION AMONG PARTNERS TO CHANGE LACK OF CLARITY ON HOW TO CHANGE/IMPROVE

58.82% 50.98% 31.37%
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Respondents also noted a lack of motivation among the partners to change and a lack of clarity on how to change 

or improve.39  Although some firms had revised their strategic plan based on changing market conditions or 

launched a new strategic planning project to address market changes, nearly half of our respondents said they 

simply kept moving forward with the strategic plan they had in place.40  

Meanwhile, during the pandemic, we saw the State Bar of Arizona amend its ethical rules in August 2020 to 

allow for non-lawyer ownership of law firms. While only twelve companies have filed for the state’s Alternative 

Business Structure certification to date, the level of interest from alternative legal service providers and investors 

has been high. Utah’s seven-year regulatory sandbox also commenced in August 2020 and continues to garner 

interest, as well. States including Florida, New York, North Carolina, Connecticut, California and Illinois are 

expected to follow soon.

Conclusion

THE ONE THING WE KNOW FOR SURE IS THAT 
UNCERTAINTY WILL CONTINUE. 

With many economists predicting an economic slowdown; the ongoing war for talent; an evolving physical 

workplace; leadership development, succession and practice management challenges; shifts in how firms and 

lawyers market and develop business; increasing demand for innovative, secure, cloud-based technologies for 

service delivery; and the ever-present reality of potential COVID-19 variants, we can look forward to another wild 

ride in 2022.

What can law firm leaders do to ensure their firms continue to thrive? Winning firms will use uncertainty as the 

catalyst for change that will resonate with clients and the next generation of lawyers, acknowledging the demands 

for flexibility, mobility, diversity, inclusion and wellbeing, while empowering emerging leaders with the skills, data, 

technology and authority to effect a successful transition of clients and firm governance for the years ahead. 

Law firm leaders must cultivate a sense of comfort with uncertainty for our own well-being during these changing 

times. For their firms, however, complacency is the enemy of strategy. 

39  Figure 7, pg. 13.
40  Q2, pg. 16.

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Associates actively resisting change

Lack of motivation among associates to change

Lack of pressure from competitors to change

Other

Partners actively resisting change

Lack of pressure from clients to change

Lack of clarity on how to change/improve

Lack of motivation among partners to change

Our firm’s continued financial success (complacency)

Q1. The biggest inhibitors to change in our firm are: 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

We do not have a firm strategic plan

Launched a new strategic planning effort to address changing market conditions

Revised your strategic plan based on changing market conditions

Kept moving forward with your existing strategic plan

Q2. In the past 12 months have you:

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Our lawyers will return to the office full-time in 2022.

Our lawyers will return to the office full-time in Fall 2021.

Our firm will have a remote work environment permanently.

Our lawyers will return to the office part-time in 2022.

Our lawyers will return to the office part-time in Fall 2021.

Our lawyers are back in the office full-time.

Our lawyers are back in the office part-time.

Our firm will have a hybrid work environment permanently.

Q3. As things currently stand, when are your lawyers returning to the office?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

1

4

2

N/A

3

No specific requirement regarding number of days

Q4. If your lawyers have returned/will return to the office part-time, how many days 
in the office does your firm require per week?
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

We are considering a hub and spoke model for office space

We have implemented a hub and spoke model for office space

We are considering increasing our physical office footprint

None of the above

We are working with space planners to redesign our office/meeting spaces in the
future

Other

We are utilizing coworking spaces for remote attorneys

We are working internally to redesign our office/meeting spaces in the future

We are considering decreasing our physical office footprint

We have adapted our current offices to reflect changing space needs

Q5. What are you doing to address physical space needs going forward?

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Acquisition (our firm being the acquiree)

Merger of equals

Acquisition (our firm being the acquirer)

Adding new industry capabilities

Adding new practice capabilities

Hiring new associates (recent graduates)

Hiring lateral groups

Building on existing industry capabilities

Hiring individual lateral associates

Hiring individual lateral partners

Building on existing practice capabilities

Q7. Please rate the level of priority you attribute to each of the following growth 
strategies for your firm. [1 being the lowest priority, 5 being the highest priority]

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

No, we have always incorporated remote work in our growth strategy

No, it has not impacted our growth/hiring strategies

Yes, it has allowed us to consider new hires we otherwise would not have

Yes, it has allowed us to consider new markets we otherwise would not have

Q8. Has the possibility of remote work impacted your firm’s growth strategy?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other

None of the above

Adopting a mandatory retirement age

Termainating underperforming associates

Terminating underperformaing non-quity partners

Terminating underperforming equity partners

De-equitizing underperforming equity partners

Q9. Has your firm implemented any of the following as part of your 
readiness for expansion?
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Realization

Utilization (Billable Hours)

Overhead Per Lawyer

Profits Per Partner

Revenue Per Lawyer

Q11. Please rate the following key performance indicators for your firm in the last 12 
months (compared to the previous 12 months):

Significant Increase Moderate Increase Stayed the Same Moderate Decline Significant Decline

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Realization

Utilization (Billable Hours)

Overhead Per Lawyer

Profits Per Partner

Revenue Per Lawyer

Q12. What are your expectations for the following key performance indicators for 
your firm in the next 12 months (compared to the previous 12 months):
Significant Increase Moderate Increase Stayed the Same Moderate Decline Significant Decline

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Paraprofessional

Of Counsel/Senior Counsel

Associate

Non-equity partner

Equity partner

Q13. Over the next 12 months, what changes do you anticipate in your hourly billing 
rates for each of the following positions:

10% Increase or More 6-10% Increase 1-5% Increase Stay the Same Decrease

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

76-100%

51-75%

26-50%

11-25%

0-10%

Q14. Approximately what percentage of your firm’s engagements are based on an 
alternative fee arrangement (AFA)?
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Varies by department/practice group

Mostly unsuccessful

Somewhat unsuccessful

Neutral

Somewhat successful

Mostly successful

Q16. How do you rate the overall performance of departments or practice groups in 
your firm?

0.1176

0.0392

0.0588

0.2353

0.3529

0.1961

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Varies by department/practice group

Mostly unsuccessful

Somewhat unsuccessful

Neutral

Somewhat successful

Mostly successful

Q17. How do you rate the overall performance of department chairs and/or practice 
group leaders in your firm?

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Leadership training

Marketing

Collaboration on client projects

Leadership succession

Strategic planning

Utilizing technology for communication

Client succession

Profitability

Professional development/training

Utilizing technology for service delivery

Business development

Attracting/retaining talent

Q18. Please rate the level of importance of the following practice group issues. [1 
being least important, 5 being most important]

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Decreased

Stayed the Same

Increased

Q20. Over the last 12 months, has your firm’s focus on 
marketing and business development:
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Client interviews/surveys

Sales training for lawyers

Professional associations

Firm conferences/events

Contact management

Public relations

Industry associations

Marketing/BD coaching

Marketing training for lawyers

Social media

Brand strategy

Business development – virtual meetings with potential clients

Content/communications (articles, blogs, webinars, podcasts)

Business development – in-person meetings with potential clients

Website

Q21. Please rate the following marketing/business development 
strategies/initiatives in terms of importance to your firm for the next 12 months:

[1 being least important, 5 being most important]

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

No, we do not have a client feedback initiative

Yes, we have a client survey program

Yes, we have a key client interview program

Yes, we have an initiative that includes key client surveys and interviews

Q22. Does your firm have a formal client feedback initiative? 
(Client satisfaction interviews, surveys, etc.)

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Holding all attorney in-person retreats

Holding partner in-person retreats

Holding partner virtual retreats

Holding all attorney virtual retreats

Other

Offering firm culture-based training programs

Offering virtual social events

Offering in-person social events

Q23. What is your firm doing to maintain firm culture while adapting to the future of 
work? [Please select all that apply]

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Decreased

Stayed the Same

Increased

Q24. Over the last 12 months, has your firm’s focus on 
diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI):
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

Not confident at all

Not very confident

Neutral

Somewhat confident

Very confident

Q28. Please rate your overall confidence in your firm’s privacy, 
data and cybersecurity systems/protocols:

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Q29. Approximately what % of your firm’s major 
technology systems are cloud-based?

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Litigation management/support

Human Resources Information Systems (HRIS)

Docket management

Marketing Technology (Martech)

Collaboration management

Knowledge management

Matter management

Professional development

Cloud migration

Document management

Financial management/time and billing

Cybersecurity

Q30. Over the next twelve months, our strategic priorities for technology are:
High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

We have no succession plan and have not started working on one.

We have a written leadership succession plan and are implementing our
leadership succession strategies.

We are in the process of developing our leadership succession plan.

Q32. How would you best describe your firm’s current progress in leadership 
succession planning and implementation?
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Provides leadership and management training to all firm partners.

Provides leadership and management training to all firm lawyers.

Provides detailed position descriptions for leadership/management roles so
leaders and other firm members are aware of the scope of their responsibilities.

Provides leadership and management training to firm leadership.

Provides successors the opportunity to serve as deputy/vice-chairs of
department/practice groups to build skills and experience before assuming

leadership roles.

Rewards firm leaders and managers for their contributions in leadership positions.

Gives younger partners opportunities to serve in key firm leadership roles
(Executive/management, committee, department/practice chairs, key firm

committees, etc.)

Q33. [Leadership Succession] Our firm:

0% 500% 1000% 1500% 2000% 2500% 3000% 3500% 4000%

N/A

I have been in the Managing Partner role for 10 or more years

I have been in the Managing Partner role for 5-10 years

I have been in the Managing Partner role for 1-5 years

I am new to the Managing Partner role

Q34. Which of the following most accurately describes your current status?

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

We have a clearly articulated client succession plan or guidelines and practice
group leaders and members execute that plan.

We have a clearly articulated client succession plan or guidelines and individual
partners execute their plans with firm management supervision

We have no client succession plan/guidelines and have not started working on one.

We are in the process of developing our client succession plan/guidelines.

Q35. How would you best describe your firm’s current progress in client succession 
planning and implementation?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

1 to 49 Lawyers

50 to 150 Lawyers

151 to 300 Lawyers

Over 300 Lawyers

Q36. FIRM SIZE (# OF LAWYERS)
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

$40 million and under

$40 million to $175 million

$175 to $300 million

$300 million and over

Q38. ANNUAL FIRM REVENUES (USD)

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Firm Chair

Chief Executive Officer

Other

Managing Partner

Q39. YOUR POSITION TITLE

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/


Survey Methodology

This flash survey was conducted in September and October 2021. The survey was sent 

to over 500 law firm clients and contacts of Withum, and responses were received 

from 52 leaders from 50 law firms across the United States. Thirty-six respondents 

were law firm lawyer leaders with titles including Managing Partner, Firm Chair, Chief 

Executive Officer, Co-Founder, Co-Managing Shareholder and Senior Partner. Sixteen 

respondents were law firm executives with titles including Chief Operating Officer 

(COO), Executive Director, Director of Operations, Director of Administration and Chief 

Financial Officer (CFO). 

https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
https://www.withum.com/service/law-firm-advisory-services/
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